SankalpTaru launches its new website with all new plantation features
To make virtual tree plantation much more easier and interesting, SankalpTaru revamped its web portal and has
launched a fresh new website. Our new website not only has intriguing user interface, but provides several new
plantation features as well. Now, with SankalpTaru, one can not only plant trees across the lengths and breadths
of India but can even root trees for upcoming festivals and please their Gods through greenery.

Winter storage comes to an end in Leh Ladakh
The heavy winters and over flow of snow in the mountains of Leh Ladakh are a true stumbling block for
plantations in this region. Thus, we usually store our saplings in bunkers during the extreme winter months in
Ladakh, so as to preserve the plants. Now finally as the prolonged winters are relieving, our healthy saplings of
Apple and Apricots are being taken out to resume plantations in this cold desert. Soon the several village clusters
of Ladakh would be rejuvenated with a dense cover of trees. Here we come greenery!

Few more Mango trees for Telangana
Noble Art & Craft House collaborated with us to contribute their share towards Mother Nature by rejuvenating
it through healthy trees. As a green intent, 500 Mango saplings were rooted on behalf of Noble Art on a woman
farmer’s land in Raghavapur village of Jangaon district, Telangana. Through these fruit-bearing trees, the aim is
to empower the associated woman beneficiary with strengthened livelihood and a more reliable source of
income. The green contribution has efficiently helped Noble Art team to reduce their carbon footprints, while
also motivating them to plant more trees in nearing future.

Healthy West Bengal with our healthy-happy trees
As a major agricultural producer, West Bengal is said to have good farming interventions, despite which the
state’s marginal farmers do not receive a sufficient return over their crops due to low selling prices. SankalpTaru
initiated Project Shyamolima during April, 2018 with a pledge to promote biodiversity in the state through
development of a sustainable plantation program. Over a year, our several Mango and Guava saplings planted
in Bankura district have started blooming well with a healthy tree survival rate of more than 95%. Our huge
shout-out to the associated diligent farmer beneficiaries for their green passion.

Beneficiary of the month
Here’s another bunch of super passionate residents who are the proud beneficiaries of the trees they have
planted in their society. These natives of Ozone Glitter Society in Ahmedabad, Gujarat are developing a lush
green dwelling for their kids. They treat each plant as a member of their families and certainly, their efforts
towards nurturing greenery is worth commending. They surely can imagine the healthy and fresh paradise they
are creating!

